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Abstract: It is known that in supernova explosions, there might be a reverse shock wave in addition to the forward

shock wave during the explosion phase, when the mass of supernova is in a certain range. In this paper, we propose

to add the reverse shock wave to the previous supernova model, in which only the forward shock wave was included,

and thus obtain a new model. By analyzing the resonance condition as well as the density jump in the new model

and using the Landau-Zener method, an expression for the crossing probability in high density matter (PH) is given.

We proceed to study how PH varies with time and with neutrino energy when both the reverse shock wave and the

forward shock wave are considered. From comparison with the previous results, where only the effects of the forward

shock wave were considered, it is clear that the reverse shock wave brings significant changes to PH .
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1 Introduction

Since they were first proposed, the effects of super-
nova (SN) shock waves have been discussed in detail over
the past couple of decades [1–6]. A shock wave stems
from the sudden change of density profile caused by en-
ergy propagating outwards in the process of the explo-
sion. Once the shock wave appears, the density in the SN
might undergo abrupt changes, which consequently has
a considerable influence on neutrino oscillations. More-
over, it is generally known that neutrino oscillations yield
to the distribution of matter density [7–9]. The adiabatic
or partially adiabatic neutrino flavor conversion in me-
dia with locality or time varying matter density is called
the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect [10–
12]. During the supernova explosion, taking into con-
sideration the shock wave effects and MSW effects, the
crossing probability of neutrinos in high density matter,
PH , can be obtained by using the Landau-Zener method
[13–15].

Supernova neutrino oscillations are also subject to
collective effects and Earth matter effects. In Ref. [16],
the authors calculated realistic Earth matter effects in

the detection of type II SN neutrinos at the Daya Bay
reactor neutrino experiment and proposed a possible
method to acquire information about the mixing angle,
θ13, which was supposed to be smaller than 1.5◦. In Ref.
[5], the shock wave effects, MSW effects, collective effects
and Earth matter effects in the detection of type II SN
neutrinos on the Earth were studied. It was found that
the numbers of SN neutrino events depend on the neu-
trino mass hierarchy, θ13 and neutrino masses. In this
study, the supernova model in which only the forward
shock wave appears during the explosion was applied,
and θ13 was still assumed to be very small.

In 2012 the Daya Bay Collaboration published the
result θ13≈8.8◦±0.8◦ [17], which was different from the
previous theoretical predictions. Afterwards, using the
θ13 value provided by the Daya Bay Collaboration, we
calculated the numbers of SN neutrino events from the
general supernova model, which is as same as the model
in Ref. [5]. It was found that the numbers of neutrino
events detected on the Earth depend not only on the
mass hierarchy, the average energy of the neutrinos and
other inherent parameters, but also rely on the ratio of
neutrino luminosity [6]. Finally, we gave the ranges of
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SN neutrino event numbers that could be detected at
the Daya Bay experiment. Much later, it was found that
in some supernovae, when their masses are in a certain
range there should be a reverse shock wave which also
has a significant impact on neutrino oscillations [18–23].
Therefore, we used the new density data profile from sim-
ulations to calculate the survival probability of electron
neutrinos and the conversion probability of non-electron
neutrinos, and studied matter effects on neutrino oscilla-
tions in three different supernova models. Through these
results, we could estimate the number of electron neutri-
nos (and non-electron neutrinos) which remain after they
go through the matter in the supernova [24].

In this paper, we will establish a new model for the
SN density profile when both the forward shock wave and
the reverse shock wave are taken into account. Then in
this new model we will give the expression for the cross-
ing probability of neutrinos in high density matter, PH ,
and its numerical results. In Section 2, on the basis of
the previous supernova model and through data fitting,
the new model which contains the forward and reverse
shock waves will be established, and the density profile
will be obtained. In Section 3, we will analyze where
the resonance points occur, taking the density jump into
account at the same time, and give the expression for
PH in the new model. How PH changes as a function
of neutrino energy at different times after the supernova
explosion will then be plotted. A comparison between
the results of the new model and those of the previous
model will be given to better reflect the influence of the
reverse shock wave. Furthermore, how PH changes with
time when neutrinos take different energy values will be
presented. In Section 4, we will summarize the results
and give a conclusion.

2 Shock wave models

In our previous work, we used a simple supernova
model to study the neutrino oscillations and to calculate
numbers of neutrino events detected on the Earth for
small and big θ13 [5, 6, 16]. For convenience, in this pa-
per this simple model is named Model I, in which the for-
ward shock wave begins one second after the supernova
explosion and then spreads outward with time. Now, it
is known that the reverse shock wave might be generated
posterior to the forward shock wave in some supernova
models when the mass of the supernova is in the middle
range [24].

In this section, we give a new model containing both
the forward shock wave and the reverse shock wave
through data fitting. The new model is called Model
II for short. For ease of comparison between the final
results of the two models, we make the density profile
in Model II consistent with that in Model I before the

reverse shock wave occurs. At the same time, we assume
that the behavior of the forward shock wave over time
basically remains the same in both models. This makes
it easy to obtain the function of density distribution in
Model II, and to extract the effects of the reverse shock
wave on neutrino oscillations from the results in the next
section.

As mentioned before, the forward shock wave occurs
about 1 s after the explosion. By analyzing the simu-
lated data, however, it is found that the reverse shock
wave is stimulated about 2.5 s after the explosion. Both
of the shock waves move forward with the arrow of time.
When t < 2.5 s, the function of the density profile in
Model I can still be applied in Model II. However, when
t> 2.5 s, some corrections should be made to coincide
with the appearance of the reverse shock wave, and then
the density profile in Model II can be obtained.

In Model I, due to the forward shock wave the den-
sity profile is divided into two cases (0 s 6 t< 1 s and
t> 1 s). The detailed analysis can be found in Ref. [5].
In Model II, because of the forward shock wave and the
reverse shock wave, both of them appearing at different
times during the period of the explosion, the density pro-
file can be distributed into three situations, i.e. 0 s 6 t<
1 s, 1 s 6 t< 2.5 s and t> 2.5 s.

Before the supernova explosion, which is certainly be-
fore the appearance of the forward shock wave, the rela-
tion between the density profile and the supernova radius
is expressed as [25]

ρ=ρ0(r)≃1014·( r

1 km
)−2.4 g/cm3. (1)

In other words, for 0 s 6 t< 1 s, Eq. (1) applies in both
models.

Then the density curve is divided into two segments
at the frontier of the forward shock wave. In Model I, we
defined rs as the frontier of the forward shock wave. In
Model II we name it rs2 in order to distinguish it from the
frontier of the reverse shock wave, which will be called
rs1 in the following. Accordingly, in Model I for t> 1 s
and in Model II for 1 s 6 t< 2.5 s, the density profile is:

ρ(r,t)=ρ0(r)·
{

ξ·f(r,t) (r6rs2),

1 (r>rs2).
(2)

Here, ξ is the ratio of the potential energies at the two
sides of the shock wave frontier, and f(r,t) can be deter-
mined by the position of the shock wave frontier. Their
expressions were both elaborated in detail in the previous
work [5].

For t> 2.5 s, the density curve in Model II is bro-
ken into three parts resulting from the forward shock
wave and the reverse shock wave. In addition, both of
the shock waves move forward with time once generated.
The frontier of the forward shock wave, rs2, can be ob-
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tained by the expression:

rs2(t)=−4.6×103+1.13×104·t+1×102·t2. (3)

Through data fitting, the relation between rs2 and rs1 is
finally obtained. Then the position of the reverse shock
frontier can be calculated by

log(rs1(t))=log(rs2(t))−0.8. (4)

According to the definition of f(r,t) in Ref. [5], at
r=rs1, it can be deduced that

fs1(r,t) = exp{[0.28−0.69ln(rs2/km)]

×[arcsin(1−rs1/rs2)]
1.1}. (5)

Using Eq. (2), the density at the frontier of the reverse
shock wave, referred to as ρs1, is

ρs1=1015·r−2.4
s1 ·fs1(r,t). (6)

Through further data fitting, it is found that the min-
imum density at the vertical position of the reverse shock
wave, defined as ρ1min, has a correlation with ρs1,

log(ρ1min)=log(ρs1)−0.6. (7)

From the analysis, it can be seen that the first section of
the density curve in Model II passes through the point
(rs1,ρ1min) in the coordinate system consisting of radius
and density. Moreover, it is assumed that in the area
where both shock waves have passed over, the density
profile of the supernova will basically recover the origi-
nal distribution. In Model II, for r<rs1, the expression
of the density profile is nearly the same as Eq. (1), with
only the coefficients being slightly different. Between the
two shock waves and ahead of the forward shock wave,
the density profile is based on and aligned with Eq. (2).
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Fig. 1. (color online) Density profiles in Model II
at t=4, 6, 8 s.

From the above discussion, we ultimately obtain the
expression for the density profile in Model II for t> 2.5 s,
as written in Eq. (8). The density profiles as a function

of the supernova radius at three different times after the
supernova explosion are plotted in Fig. 1.

ρ(r,t)=















1011.33·r−2.4 (r<rs1),

ρ0(r)·ξ·f(r,t) (rs16r6rs2),

ρ0(r) (r>rs2).

(8)

3 Calculations of the crossing probabil-

ity PH in Model II

In order to calculate the crossing probability in high
density matter, PH , the density jump points and possible
resonance points should be analyzed in detail.

In Refs. [10–12], the MSW effects were interpreted as
the adiabatic or partially adiabatic neutrino flavor con-
version in media with varying matter density. It was
found that in a high density medium a flavor is also a
mass state propagating without flavor oscillation, unless
passing through a resonance where there is a finite prob-
ability for flavor change; that is, neutrinos jump from one
mass eigenstate to another. Inside the SN, at the high
resonance layer (r=ri), the crossing probability PHi can
be obtained using the Landau-Zener formula [13–15]

PHi=exp
(

−π

2
γ
)

, (9)

with

γ=
|∆m2

31|
2E

sin22θ13
cos2θ13

1

|dlnNe/dr|res
, (10)

where Ne is the electron density and |∆m2
31|≃|∆m2

32|≃
2.4×10−3eV2 [7, 8, 26], and θ13 =8.8◦ [17]. At the low
resonance region inside the SN the crossing probability
PL can be calculated in the same way, and it is found to
be very small. Therefore, in this paper, we ignore PL.

In the presence of the forward shock wave and the
reverse shock wave, PH cannot be calculated directly,
because both shock waves modify the density profiles as
shown in the preceding subsection. Within the shock
waves and near their frontiers, the matter density is no
longer monotonically changing but has a sudden jump,
where there might be a resonance point that can satisfy
the resonance condition, written as

∆m2
31·cos2θ13=2

√
2GFNe(ri)E, (11)

with the number density of electrons

Ne(r)=NAρ(r)Ye, (12)

where GF is the Fermi constant, E is the neutrino en-
ergy, NA is Avogadro’s constant, and Ye is the electron
fraction, which has a value of 0.5 [5].

For convenience of discussion, the definitions of spe-
cial positions are given first. The minimum density at the
vertical position of the reverse shock wave, as stated in
Section 2, is defined as ρ1min. The density at the frontier
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of the reverse shock wave is denoted by ρs1, and similarly
ρs2 is the density at the frontier of the forward shock
wave. In Model II, the density profile can be viewed as
a piecewise function made of three parts. The first part
and the third part are oblique lines. The middle section
can be considered as a part of a parabolic curve, and
at its bottom the minimum density is defined as ρb. At
the top of the parabolic curve, the highest density is de-
fined as ρ2max. ρres is the resonance density satisfying
Eq. (11). From data analysis, some basic relationships
of the above density points are revealed as: ρ1min <ρb,
ρ1min<ρs2, ρs1>ρb, ρs2<ρ2max.

As mentioned earlier, the density curve shown in Fig.
1 consists of three parts, containing two segments of
oblique line behind and ahead of the shock waves and
a part of a parabolic curve in the middle. The oblique
lines of the first and third parts might each have one
resonance point, named r1 and r3 respectively. On the
parabolic curve of the second part, there might be at
most two resonance points, r21 and r22, lying on the two
sides of the minimum density point, respectively. There-
fore, there are at most four possible resonance points on
the density curve. At the possible resonance points, r1,
r21, r22 and r3, the crossing probability can be expressed
in terms of PHi(i=1,21,22,3).

In addition, the density profile has a sudden change
at the frontiers of the reverse shock wave and the forward
shock wave, where the crossing probabilities are defined
as Ps1 and Ps2, respectively, which are determined by the
conservation of flavor across the matter potential discon-
tinuity. They are parts of the whole PH in Model II. For
the derivation of Ps1 (or Ps2), we refer the reader to Refs.
[7, 8].

In Model II when t > 2.5 s, it can be shown that
there are various situations in which the resonance points

might happen as follows:
1) For ρres<ρ1min the resonance condition occurs at

only one point, r=r3, and then PH1=PH21=PH22=0.
2) For ρres > ρ2max or ρs2 < ρres < ρb, the resonance

condition occurs at only one point, r = r1, and then
PH21=PH22=PH3=0.

3) For ρs2<ρb and ρ1min6ρres6ρs2, or ρs2=ρb and
ρ1min6ρres<ρs2, or ρs2>ρb and ρ1min6ρres<ρb, the res-
onance condition occurs at two points, r=r1 and r=r3,
and then PH21=PH22=0.

4) When ρs1=ρb, for ρs2<ρs1 and ρs16ρres6ρ2max,
or ρs2 > ρs1 and ρs2 < ρres 6 ρ2max; and when ρs1 > ρb,
for ρs2 6 ρs1 and ρs1 < ρres 6 ρ2max, or ρs2 > ρs1 and
ρs2<ρres6ρ2max, the resonance condition occurs at two
points, r=r1 and r=r22, and then PH21=PH3=0.

5) For ρs2<ρb and ρres=ρb, the resonance condition
occurs at two points, r= r1 and r= r21 (the two points
r21 and r22 concide), and then PH22=PH3=0.

6) When ρs1 = ρb, for ρs2 > ρs1 and ρs1 6 ρres 6 ρs2;
and when ρs1>ρb, for ρs2>ρs1 and ρs1<ρres6ρs2, the
resonance condition occurs at three points, r=r1, r=r22
and r=r3, and then PH21=0.

7) For ρs2>ρb and ρres=ρb, the resonance condition
occurs at three points, r=r1, r=r21 and r=r3 (the two
points r21 and r22 coincide), and then PH22=0.

8) When ρs1>ρb, for ρs26ρb and ρb<ρres6ρs1, or
ρb<ρs2<ρs1 and ρs2<ρres6ρs1, the resonance condition
occurs at three points, r= r1§r= r21 and r= r22, and
then PH3=0.

9) When ρs1>ρb, for ρb<ρs26ρs1 and ρb<ρres<ρs2,
or ρs2 >ρs1 and ρb <ρres 6 ρs1, the resonance condition
occurs at four points, r=r1, r=r21, r=r22, and r=r3.

Taking all the above situations into account, for
t> 2.5 s in Model II the expression for PH can be ob-
tained as follows:

PH = (PH1+Ps1+PH21+PH22+Ps2+PH3)

−2(PH1Ps1+PH1PH21+PH1PH22+PH1Ps2+PH1PH3

+Ps1PH21+Ps1PH22+Ps1Ps2+Ps2PH3+PH21PH22

+PH21Ps2+PH21PH3+PH22Ps2+PH22PH3+Ps2PH3)

+4(PH1Ps1PH21+PH1Ps1PH22+PH1Ps1Ps2+PH1Ps1PH3+PH1PH21PH22

+PH1PH21Ps2+PH1PH21PH3+PH1PH22Ps2+PH1PH22PH3+PH1Ps2PH3

+Ps1PH21PH22+Ps1PH21Ps2+Ps1PH21PH3+Ps1PH22Ps2+Ps1PH22PH3

+Ps1Ps2PH3+PH21PH22Ps2+PH21PH22PH3+PH21Ps2PH3+PH22Ps2PH3)

−8(PH1Ps1PH21PH22+PH1Ps1PH21Ps2+PH1Ps1PH21PH3

+PH1Ps1PH22Ps2+PH1Ps1PH22PH3+PH1Ps1Ps2PH3+PH1PH21PH22Ps2

+PH1PH21PH22PH3+PH1PH21Ps2PH3+PH1PH22Ps2PH3+Ps1PH21PH22Ps2

+Ps1PH21PH22PH3+Ps1PH21Ps2PH3+Ps1PH22Ps2PH3+PH21PH22Ps2PH3)

+16(PH1Ps1PH21PH22Ps2+PH1Ps1PH21PH22PH3+PH1Ps1PH21Ps2PH3

+PH1Ps1PH22Ps2PH3+PH1PH21PH22Ps2PH3+Ps1PH21PH22Ps2PH3)
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−32PH1Ps1PH21PH22Ps2PH3

+2{[1−2(PH21+PH22+Ps2+PH3)

+4(PH21PH22+PH21Ps2+PH21PH3+PH22Ps2+PH22PH3+Ps2PH3)

−8(PH21PH22Ps2+PH21PH22PH3+PH21Ps2PH3+PH22Ps2PH3)

+16PH21PH22Ps2PH3]
√

PH1Ps1(1−PH1)(1−Ps1)cosφ1s1

+[1−2(Ps1+PH22+Ps2+PH3)

+4(Ps1PH22+Ps1Ps2+Ps1PH3+PH22Ps2+PH22PH3+Ps2PH3)

−8(Ps1PH22Ps2+Ps1PH22PH3+Ps1Ps2PH3+PH22Ps2PH3)

+16Ps1PH22Ps2PH3]
√

PH1PH21(1−PH1)(1−PH21)cos(φ1s1+φs121)

+[1−2(Ps1+PH21+Ps2+PH3)

+4(Ps1PH21+Ps1Ps2+Ps1PH3+PH21Ps2+PH21PH3+Ps2PH3)

−8(Ps1PH21Ps2+Ps1PH21PH3+Ps1Ps2PH3+PH21Ps2PH3)

+16Ps1PH21Ps2PH3]
√

PH1PH22(1−PH1)(1−PH22)cos(φ1s1+φs121+φ2122)

+[1−2(Ps1+PH21+PH22+PH3)

+4(Ps1PH21+Ps1PH22+Ps1PH3+PH21PH22+PH21PH3+PH22PH3)

−8(Ps1PH21PH22+Ps1PH21PH3+Ps1PH22PH3+PH21PH22PH3)

+16Ps1PH21PH22PH3]
√

PH1Ps2(1−PH1)(1−Ps2)cos(φ1s1+φs121+φ2122+φ22s2)

+[1−2(Ps1+PH21+PH22+Ps2)

+4(Ps1PH21+Ps1PH22+Ps1Ps2+PH21PH22+PH21Ps2+PH22Ps2)

−8(Ps1PH21PH22+Ps1PH21Ps2+Ps1PH22Ps2+PH21PH22Ps2)

+16Ps1PH21PH22Ps2]
√

PH1PH3(1−PH1)(1−PH3)cos(φ1s1+φs121+φ2122+φ22s2+φs23)

+[1−2(PH1+PH22+Ps2+PH3)

+4(PH1PH22+PH1Ps2+PH1PH3+PH22Ps2+PH22PH3+Ps2PH3)

−8(PH1PH22Ps2+PH1PH22PH3+PH1Ps2PH3+PH22Ps2PH3)

+16PH1PH22Ps2PH3]
√

Ps1PH21(1−Ps1)(1−PH21)cosφs121

+[1−2(PH1+PH21+Ps2+PH3)

+4(PH1PH21+PH1Ps2+PH1PH3+PH21Ps2+PH21PH3+Ps2PH3)

−8(PH1PH21Ps2+PH1PH21PH3+PH1Ps2PH3+PH21Ps2PH3)

+16PH1PH21Ps2PH3]
√

Ps1PH22(1−Ps1)(1−PH22)cos(φs121+φ2122)

+[1−2(PH1+PH21+PH22+PH3)

+4(PH1PH21+PH1PH22+PH1PH3+PH21PH22+PH21PH3+PH22PH3)

−8(PH1PH21PH22+PH1PH21PH3+PH1PH22PH3+PH21PH22PH3)

+16PH1PH21PH22PH3]
√

Ps1Ps2(1−Ps1)(1−Ps2)cos(φs121+φ2122+φ22s2)

+[1−2(PH1+PH21+PH22+Ps2)

+4(PH1PH21+PH1PH22+PH1Ps2+PH21PH22+PH21Ps2+PH22Ps2)

−8(PH1PH21PH22+PH1PH21Ps2+PH1PH22Ps2+PH21PH22Ps2)

+16PH1PH21PH22Ps2]
√

Ps1PH3(1−Ps1)(1−PH3)cos(φs121+φ2122+φ22s2+φs23)

+[1−2(PH1+Ps1+Ps2+PH3)

+4(PH1Ps1+PH1Ps2+PH1PH3+Ps1Ps2+Ps1PH3+Ps2PH3)

−8(PH1Ps1Ps2+PH1Ps1PH3+PH1Ps2PH3+Ps1Ps2PH3)

+16PH1Ps1Ps2PH3]
√

PH21PH22(1−PH21)(1−PH22)cosφ2122

+[1−2(PH1+Ps1+PH22+PH3)

+4(PH1Ps1+PH1PH22+PH1PH3+Ps1PH22+Ps1PH3+PH22PH3)
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−8(PH1Ps1PH22+PH1Ps1PH3+PH1PH22PH3+Ps1PH22PH3)

+16PH1Ps1PH22PH3]
√

PH21Ps2(1−PH21)(1−Ps2)cos(φ2122+φ22s2)

+[1−2(PH1+Ps1+PH22+Ps2)

+4(PH1Ps1+PH1PH22+PH1Ps2+Ps1PH22+Ps1Ps2+PH22Ps2)

−8(PH1Ps1PH22+PH1Ps1Ps2+PH1PH22Ps2+Ps1PH22Ps2)

+16PH1Ps1PH22Ps2]
√

PH21PH3(1−PH21)(1−PH3)cos(φ2122+φ22s2+φs23)

+[1−2(PH1+Ps1+PH21+PH3)

+4(PH1Ps1+PH1PH21+PH1PH3+Ps1PH21+Ps1PH3+PH21PH3)

−8(PH1Ps1PH21+PH1Ps1PH3+PH1PH21PH3+Ps1PH21PH3)

+16PH1Ps1PH21PH3]
√

PH22Ps2(1−PH22)(1−Ps2)cos(φ22s2)

+[1−2(PH1+Ps1+PH21+Ps2)

+4(PH1Ps1+PH1PH21+PH1Ps2+Ps1PH21+Ps1Ps2+PH21Ps2)

−8(PH1Ps1PH21+PH1Ps1Ps2+PH1PH21Ps2+Ps1PH21Ps2)

+16PH1Ps1PH21Ps2]
√

PH22PH3(1−PH22)(1−PH3)cos(φ22s2+φs23)

+[1−2(PH1+Ps1+PH21+PH22)

+4(PH1Ps1+PH1PH21+PH1PH22+Ps1PH21+Ps1PH22+PH21PH22)

−8(PH1Ps1PH21+PH1Ps1PH22+PH1PH21PH22+Ps1PH21PH22)

+16PH1Ps1PH21PH22]
√

Ps2PH3(1−Ps2)(1−PH3)cosφs23}
−8{[1−2(PH1+Ps1)+4PH1Ps1]

√

PH21PH22(1−PH21)(1−PH22)cosφ2122
√

Ps2PH3(1−Ps2)(1−PH3)cosφs23

+[1−2(PH1+PH21)+4PH1PH21]
√

Ps1PH22(1−Ps1)(1−PH22)cos(φs121+φ2122)
√

Ps2PH3(1−Ps2)(1−PH3)cosφs23

+[1−2(PH1+PH22)+4PH1PH22]
√

Ps1PH21(1−Ps1)(1−PH21)cosφs121
√

Ps2PH3(1−Ps2)(1−PH3)cosφs23

+[1−2(PH1+Ps2)+4PH1Ps2]
√

Ps1PH21(1−Ps1)(1−PH21)cosφs121
√

PH22PH3(1−PH22)(1−PH3)cos(φ22s2+φs23)

+[1−2(PH1+PH3)+4PH1PH3]
√

Ps1PH21(1−Ps1)(1−PH21)cosφs121
√

PH22Ps2(1−PH22)(1−Ps2)cosφ22s2

+[1−2(Ps1+PH21)+4Ps1PH21]
√

PH1PH22(1−PH1)(1−PH22)cos(φ1s1+φs121+φ2122)
√

Ps2PH3(1−Ps2)(1−PH3)cosφs23

+[1−2(Ps1+PH22)+4Ps1PH22]
√

PH1PH21(1−PH1)(1−PH21)cos(φ1s1+φs121)
√

Ps2PH3(1−Ps2)(1−PH3)cosφs23

+[1−2(Ps1+Ps2)+4Ps1Ps2]
√

PH1PH21(1−PH1)(1−PH21)cos(φ1s1+φs121)
√

PH22PH3(1−PH22)(1−PH3)cos(φ22s2+φs23)

+[1−2(Ps1+PH3)+4Ps1PH3]
√

PH1PH21(1−PH1)(1−PH21)cos(φ1s1+φs121)
√

PH22Ps2(1−PH22)(1−Ps2)cos(φ22s2)

+[1−2(PH21+PH22)+4PH21PH22]
√

PH1Ps1(1−PH1)(1−Ps1)cosφ1s1
√

Ps2PH3(1−Ps2)(1−PH3)cosφs23

+[1−2(PH21+Ps2)+4PH21Ps2]
√

PH1Ps1(1−PH1)(1−Ps1)cosφ1s1
√

PH22PH3(1−PH22)(1−PH3)cos(φ22s2+φs23)

+[1−2(PH21+PH3)+4PH21PH3]
√

PH1Ps1(1−PH1)(1−Ps1)cosφ1s1
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√

PH22Ps2(1−PH22)(1−Ps2)cosφ22s2

+[1−2(PH22+Ps2)+4PH22Ps2]
√

PH1Ps1(1−PH1)(1−Ps1)cosφ1s1
√

PH21PH3(1−PH21)(1−PH3)cos(φ2122+φ22s2+φs23)

+[1−2(PH22+PH3)+4PH22PH3]
√

PH1Ps1(1−PH1)(1−Ps1)cos(φ1s1)
√

PH21Ps2(1−PH21)(1−Ps2)cos(φ2122+φ22s2)

+[1−2(Ps2+PH3)+4Ps2PH3)
√

PH1Ps1(1−PH1)(1−Ps1)cosφ1s1
√

PH21PH22(1−PH21)(1−PH22)cosφ2122}
+32

√

PH1Ps1PH21PH22Ps2PH3(1−PH1)(1−Ps1)(1−PH21)(1−PH22)(1−Ps2)(1−PH3)

×cosφ1s1cosφ2122cosφs23. (13)

In the above equation, φij (i, j=1, s1, 21, 22, s2, 3)
is defined in Eq. (14), and its value is different from that
in Ref. [5] because here we take θ13=8.8◦ as provided by
the Daya Bay Collaboration:

φij ≈
∫ rj

ri

dx
1

2E

×
√

[∆m2
31cos2θ13−2EV (r)]2+(∆m2

31sin2θ13)2,

(14)

where the physical meaning of E and the value of ∆m2
31

are the same as in Eq. (11). V (r) is the SN matter po-
tential, which is determined by Ne as follows:

V (r)=
√
2GFNe(r), (15)

In Fig. 2 we plot PH as a function of the neutrino
energy E, at t = 4 s, 6 s, 8 s in Model II. In order to see
the effects of the reverse shock wave on PH in an explicit
way, we also plot the PH in Model I as a comparison.

In Fig. 2, the curves of PH in Model II are different
from those in Model I, which confirms that the reverse
shock wave indeed affects neutrino oscillations. In each

of the three figures, the two curves partially overlap at
the beginning and the overlapping portion increases with
time. This can be interpreted as the appearance of the
reverse shock wave not affecting neutrino oscillations at
low neutrino energy. However, with increasing neutrino
energy, the two curves separate from each other. In other
words, the effect of the reverse shock wave on PH be-
comes more obvious when the neutrino energy reaches a
certain value. In Fig. 2(a) especially, there is a consid-
erable difference between the two curves for E> 5 MeV.
The curve of Model II has two sharp peaks while the
curve of Model I only has one gentle peak. This demon-
strates that early in the explosion the reverse shock wave
has a great influence on neutrino oscillations, resulting
in the complicated variations of PH . Nevertheless, it is
found that this influence gets weaker over time because
both of the shock waves constantly move forward with
the explosion and will eventually sweep out of the su-
pernova. This can be confirmed by Fig. 2(c), in which
there is more overlap between the two curves and their
variations gradually tend to converge compared with Fig.
2(a) and Fig. 2(b).
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(a) t = 4 s
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Fig. 2. (color online) The crossing probability PH as a function of the neutrino energy E at three different times t

= 4 s, 6 s, 8 s.
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(b) E = 16 MeV
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(c) E = 25 MeV

Fig. 3. The crossing probability PH as a function of time t for three different neutrino energies in Model II.

In Fig. 3, we plot PH as a function of time for three
different values of E: 11, 16 and 25 MeV, respectively. It
can be seen that in the three figures the oscillating curves
have two peaks in the vibration process of PH . Further-
more, the interval between the two peaks enlarges, and
both of the peaks move to higher t as E increases. More-
over, PH oscillates more frequently as the neutrino en-
ergy goes up. The variation of PH is very different from
that in Ref. [5], because the value of θ13 and the reverse
shock wave both have important effects on neutrino os-
cillations.

In order to see the impact of the reverse shock wave
on neutrino oscillations directly, we further estimate the
numbers of supernova neutrino events detected on the
Earth. Here we choose the neutrino-carbon reaction
channel in the Daya Bay experiment as an example in
which all flavors of neutrinos are involved. It is assumed
that all supernova neutrinos come from a “standard” su-
pernova. All the parameters, including those associated
with the “standard” supernova, supernova neutrinos and
the reaction cross section can be found in Ref. [6]. We
find that in the case of normal(inverted) mass hierarchy,
the number of events varies between 78 and 150 in the
ranges of the model parameters when the reverse shock
wave effects are taken into account. When there is no re-
verse shock wave, the number of events changes between
50 and 95.

4 Discussion and summary

In this paper, on the basis of simulation data, a new
supernova model has been proposed which contains both
the reverse shock wave and the forward shock wave. The
function for the density profile changing with time in

the new model was proposed through data fitting. It
was found that the reverse shock wave begins at t=2.5
s posterior to the forward shock wave, which starts at
t=1 s after the supernova explosion. The same as the
forward shock wave, the reverse shock wave also moves
forward over time. We analyzed all possible situations of
the density resonance points, combining with the density
jump and using the Landau-Zener method, then gave the
expression for PH in the new model. Moreover, we calcu-
lated and plotted the variations of PH with the neutrino
energy for three different times after the supernova explo-
sion and made a comparison with the results of the previ-
ous model. It was confirmed that the reverse shock wave
had a significant impact on neutrino oscillations. Finally,
we plotted PH as a function of time for three fixed values
of E. The changing behavior of PH is strongly depen-
dent on E. In addition, by comparing the numbers of
neutrino events in the two models, it is discovered that
the reverse shock wave can increase the number of events
detected on the Earth in the neutrino-carbon channel.

It still requires a lot of effort to identify the SN mod-
els and the four physical effects including the shock wave
effects, MSW effects, collective effects and Earth matter
effects. At present, our research on the collective effects
and supernova simulations is still in progress. In the
near future, considering all of the physical effects on su-
pernova neutrino oscillations and applying the updated
simulation results for supernova models, it should be
possible to get more accurate predictions of the numbers
of supernova neutrinos detected on the Earth.

We are very grateful to Tobias Fischer for providing

the supernova simulation data.
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